All relevant data are in the paper or Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec005}
============

Type 2 diabetes (T2DM) affects over 316 million people worldwide and is expected to rise to 552 million by 2030. \[[@pone.0135702.ref001]\] It is associated with high morbidity, mortality and healthcare costs. \[[@pone.0135702.ref002]\] Screening for diabetes is feasible and identifies people with modifiable cardiovascular risk. \[[@pone.0135702.ref003]\] Increasing global prevalence of people at high risk of diabetes \[[@pone.0135702.ref004]\] supports a case for early detection and initiation of treatment of T2DM to prevent a high incidence of mortality and morbidity. Screening for both diabetes and those at high risk followed by lifestyle interventions has been suggested as being cost-effective \[[@pone.0135702.ref005],[@pone.0135702.ref006]\] and may reduce long term complications. \[[@pone.0135702.ref006],[@pone.0135702.ref007]\] T2DM certainly meets many of the screening criteria. \[[@pone.0135702.ref008]\] There is evidence that screening for diabetes has an overall benefit \[[@pone.0135702.ref006]\] with no harm to patients. \[[@pone.0135702.ref009]\] Many international organisations \[[@pone.0135702.ref002],[@pone.0135702.ref006],[@pone.0135702.ref007],[@pone.0135702.ref010]\] have produced guidelines on screening for T2DM with information on screening tests and populations, yet none have made major recommendations regarding the strategies to approach screening and the method of invitation.

There are a number of tests available for screening and diagnosing people with T2DM and those at high risk of diabetes. One of the widely used methods is the oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT).\[[@pone.0135702.ref004]\] However, other methods have also been suggested such as fasting plasma glucose, \[[@pone.0135702.ref007]\] and non-invasive risk scores such as the FINDRISC. \[[@pone.0135702.ref011]\] Recently glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c) has been suggested as a diagnostic tool by WHO \[[@pone.0135702.ref004]\] but it is still not universally standardized and many countries still recommend using OGTT. \[[@pone.0135702.ref004]\] NICE Guidance suggests the use of various non-invasive screening tools followed by the use of diagnostic blood tests for identifying those with diabetes or at high risk\[[@pone.0135702.ref006]\]. Cost, pragmatic problems in installation of a new test, and higher prevalence of conditions such as haemoglobinopathies which undermine the accuracy of HbA1c results are barriers to use this test in some developing countries.\[[@pone.0135702.ref012]--[@pone.0135702.ref015]\] A number of studies have reported various combinations of methods of screening including the use of risk scores which help in targeted screening followed by an OGTT. \[[@pone.0135702.ref016],[@pone.0135702.ref017]\] These risk score assessments are either patient led \[[@pone.0135702.ref011]\] or computer generated from general practice records. \[[@pone.0135702.ref018],[@pone.0135702.ref019]\]

However, there has been some uncertainty about the uptake of diabetes screening programmes in the real world setting. \[[@pone.0135702.ref020]\] Evidence on response to medical screening invitations has varied depending on a number of factors including the level of social deprivation\[[@pone.0135702.ref021]\], information on the severity of the disease, possible benefits of screening \[[@pone.0135702.ref022]\], the information provided \[[@pone.0135702.ref023]\], and levels of anxiety. \[[@pone.0135702.ref024],[@pone.0135702.ref025]\] Questions still remain about how screening should be performed, in terms of producing the highest response rate and diagnostic yield.

Our objective was to perform a systematic review and meta-analysis of responses to different methods of screening and their diagnostic yield using OGTT as an example of a definite diagnostic test. We also sought to assess the effect of the countries developmental status, invitation type, locality and whether an invasive or non-invasive initial test was included on these outcomes.

Methods {#sec006}
=======

A systematic review was conducted to identify published articles on screening for T2DM. We searched Medline, Embase and Cochrane online databases (1998- March/2015) using the headings of 'Diabetes', 'Pre\*diabet\*', "Glycemia', 'Impaired glucose tolerance', 'Impaired fasting', 'Screening', etc. (Search strategies are included in the **[S1 Search Strategies](#pone.0135702.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**). The reference lists of all publications included at the full text review were checked manually. Only English language papers were included.

Study selection {#sec007}
---------------

The initial search was performed by one reviewer and updated by another. A second reviewer reviewed all the abstracts in the first search and 30% random selection of the updated searches. All the selected full text articles were reviewed by two people. If any disagreement was not solved through discussion a third reviewer was involved. Studies were included if the subjects were free from T2DM at baseline, over the age of 18 and the screening and recruitment was population based in a community setting and the WHO 1998/9 criteria \[[@pone.0135702.ref026]\] was used for diagnosis and the outcome of the study included diagnostic yield.

### Quality Assessment and Data extraction {#sec008}

We used established guidelines on reporting observational studies \[[@pone.0135702.ref027],[@pone.0135702.ref028]\] to develop our quality assessment tool (Text and Table A in **[S1 Quality Assessment](#pone.0135702.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**). Each reviewer scored the selected papers separately. Inter-reviewer agreement achieved in 90%.

Authors (n = 15) were contacted via e-mail for missing data and followed up after 2--3 weeks and unfortunately only five responded. Information on the study design, invitation method, risk stratification, screening steps, age, geographical location, locality of settlement (urban versus rural), were extracted. Prevalence of the diagnosis of T2DM, and those at high risk of diabetes were extracted directly and the response rate to each test was calculated using data available in the article. High risk population were defined as those with impaired glucose regulation: either impaired fasting glucose \[6·1 mmol/l (110 mg/dl) ≤ fasting glucose \< 7 mmol/l (140mg/dl)\] or impaired glucose tolerance \[7·8 mmol/l (140 mg/dl) ≤ 2 hours OGTT blood glucose \< 11·1 mmol/l (200 mg/dl)\] or both.

Statistical methods {#sec009}
-------------------

### Outcome measures {#sec010}

We classified the screening strategies into one of three categories based on the number of screening steps or stages employed by individual studies. Studies were classified as a) one-step if participants were invited directly for OGTT without undergoing any pre-screening step, b) two-step if participants were invited for OGTT only after undergoing one intermediate screening assessment to identify those at high risk of diabetes and c) three/four-step if participants were invited for OGTT after undergoing pre-OGTT screening assessments at two or three intermediate stages. The type of test employed at the intermediate steps included administering *non-invasive* tools such as risk questionnaires or computer risk-scores or *invasive* techniques (blood test) such as fasting or random glucose to identify at risk individuals.

For each strategy outlined above, we considered four outcomes i) *initial response rate*; defined as the proportion of people accepted the invitation to a screening study divided by the total number invited, ii) *OGTT response rate* defined as number responding to OGTT screening invitation divided by the total number invited to OGTT, iii) *T2DM yield rate* defined as the number of newly diagnosed T2DM cases detected by OGTT divided by total number screened using OGTT and iv) *Diabetes and high risk yield rate* defined as the combined number of T2DM case and those at high risk of developing diabetes detected at the OGTT divided by total number screened using OGTT.

The response rates were applied to a hypothetical population with 1000 adults to compare the yield for each strategy (one step to multi-step) to demonstrate how the different approaches compare if these strategies were implemented in a community setting.

Random effects model {#sec011}
--------------------

The number of participants responding to a screening invitation or testing positive for diabetes or at risk of diabetes was assumed to be drawn from a binomial distribution so that each study independently estimated its own probability of response and a positive test. The logit of the response and yield probabilities were assumed to be drawn from a normal distribution and pooled across studies using Bayesian random effects meta-analysis.

The number needed to screen (NNS) to detect one T2DM case or the combined endpoint of "diabetes and high risk" was calculated as the inverse of the respective mean yield rates.

The association between screening outcomes (i.e. response and yield rates) and pre-specified study-level characteristics were explored and reported as response or yield rate ratios through univariate meta-regression. To calculate these rate ratios, studies were classed according to: i) the method of screening invitation or recruitment (postal/letter versus home visit/face-to-face invitation), ii) the pre-OGTT step screening tests (invasive test versus non-invasive test), iii) the developmental index of study's country as defined by the United Nations Development programme <http://hdr.undp.org/en/data> (developed versus developing country), and iv) the locality of the screening (urban versus rural). The required rate ratios were defined simply as the pooled response or yield rate in one category of a study-level characteristic (for example method of invitation) divided by the corresponding pooled rate in a second category of study-level characteristic which has been designated as the reference category. For example, in the meta-regression model investigating the association between screening outcomes and method invitation, the response rate ratio was calculated as the pooled response rate in the postal invitation group divided the pooled response rate in the non-postal (home visit or face-to-face) invitation group. The yield rate ratio is defined similarly as the ratio of yield in the postal group to the yield in the non-postal group. All rate ratios were estimated on the log-odds scale to ensure the assumptions underlying the random effects meta-analysis model are applicable. Note that in the meta-regression models, studies were excluded if they provided partial or insufficient information to enable the association between a particular study-level characteristic and screening outcomes to be investigated. Heterogeneity of outcomes was quantified using the between-study standard deviation in rates on the log-odds scale.

The impact of study quality on pooled OGTT response and yield rates was investigated by restricting the analysis to studies with good quality ratings in a sensitivity analysis (Table A and B in **[S1 Sensitivity Analysis](#pone.0135702.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**).

All analyses were carried out using Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations implemented in the WinBUGS software version 1·4·3. \[[@pone.0135702.ref029]\] Minimally informative prior distributions were placed on parameters so that the analysis results are almost entirely determined by the data (model code is presented in the [S1 **WinBUGS code**](#pone.0135702.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} **: Random affects meta-analysis**). 95% credible intervals are presented throughout.

Results {#sec012}
=======

Electronic searches and study selection {#sec013}
---------------------------------------

The flowchart of study identification and selection has been shown in [Fig 1](#pone.0135702.g001){ref-type="fig"}. The search identified 21398 articles, of which 395 were selected for full text review and 72 were included for data extraction. Eleven studies \[[@pone.0135702.ref030]--[@pone.0135702.ref040]\] had to be excluded in this stage due to lack of data or incomplete reported data. Remaining 61 articles \[[@pone.0135702.ref041]--[@pone.0135702.ref100]\] were from 47 studies as some authors had published their results in multiple articles and we reviewed all these related articles to increase the accuracy of extracted data.

![PRISMA Flowchart of paper selection.\
† References --30--41. ‡ This is the number of journal articles included which equals to 47 studies as some studies had reported their results in more than one paper.](pone.0135702.g001){#pone.0135702.g001}

Characteristic of included studies {#sec014}
----------------------------------

Tables [1](#pone.0135702.t001){ref-type="table"} and [2](#pone.0135702.t002){ref-type="table"} present summary statistics of the remaining 47 studies included in the analysis grouped by the type of screening strategy. Twenty-three (49%) of the included studies were conducted in Europe, 16 studies (34%) in Asia, 4 (8·5%) in Australia and New Zealand, 2 (4.3%) in the United States of American and another 2 (4.3%) in Africa. The age of participants ranged from 18 to 94 years and about half of the studies were of mixed urban rural location.

10.1371/journal.pone.0135702.t001

###### Characteristics of studies conducting a one- step screening strategy using only OGTT.

![](pone.0135702.t001){#pone.0135702.t001g}

  Lead author                                                    Year of Publication   Country (UNDP class)[†](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   Age group (years)   Method of invitation   Location[‡](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   Number invited   Number screened (All steps)   Invited to OGTT step   Attended OGTT   Screened (OGTT)   T2DM (OGTT)   At risk of diabetes   Diabetes or at risk of diabetes
  -------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ---------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------- --------------- ----------------- ------------- --------------------- ---------------------------------
  Riste \[[@pone.0135702.ref050]\]                               2001                  England (1)                                                25--79              Postal invite by GP    Urban                                          2018             1318                          540₣                   449             449               60             NA                    NA
  Amoah \[[@pone.0135702.ref051]\]                               2002                  Ghana (2)                                                  25+                 Home visit             Mixed                                          6300             4733                          6300                   4733            4642              209           971                   1180
  Botas \[[@pone.0135702.ref052]\]                               2003                  Spain (1)                                                  30--75              Letter                 Mixed                                          1626             1034                          1626                   1034            987               82            180                   262
  Mannuci \[[@pone.0135702.ref041]\]                             2003                  Italy (1)                                                  30--70              Public advert          Mixed                                           NA              1215                           NA                    1215            1215              80            253                   333
  Rathman \[[@pone.0135702.ref053]\]                             2003                  Germany (1)                                                55--74              Media campaign         Mixed                                          2527             1653                          2527                   1522            1353              124           355                   479
  Colagirui \[[@pone.0135702.ref054]\]                           2004                  Australia (1)                                              25+                 Home visit             Mixed                                          20347            15178                         20293                  11247           11078             416           1844                  2260
  Glumer \[[@pone.0135702.ref055], [@pone.0135702.ref056]\]      2004                  Denmark (1)                                                30--60              Not stated             Mixed                                          12934            6906                          12934                  6784            6117              252           1235                  1487
  Habib Moeine \[[@pone.0135702.ref044]\]                        2004                  Iran (2)                                                   30--75              Not stated             Urban                                           NA               NA                           NA                     1021            1021              60             NA                   NA
  Franciosi \[[@pone.0135702.ref045]\]                           2005                  Italy (1)                                                  55--75              Recruited by GP        Mixed                                           NA              1840                           NA                     NA             1377              239           517                   756
  Simmons \[[@pone.0135702.ref057]\]                             2005                  Australia (1)                                              25+                 Home visit             Rural                                          2372             1454                          2372                   1317            1317              31            149                   180
  Brohall \[[@pone.0135702.ref058]\]                             2006                  Sweden (1)                                                 64                  Letter                 Mixed                                          4856             2893                          4856                   2595            2473              128           571                   699
  Heldgaard \[[@pone.0135702.ref059], [@pone.0135702.ref060]\]   2006                  Denmark (1)                                                20--69              Not stated             Rural                                          2082             1374                          2082                   1374            1374              31            141                   172
  Menon \[[@pone.0135702.ref061]\]                               2006                  India (2)                                                  18+                 Home visit             Urban                                          3069             986                           3069                   986             812               85            93                    178
  Mohan \[[@pone.0135702.ref062]--[@pone.0135702.ref064]\]       2006                  India (2)                                                  20+                 Home visit             Mixed                                          2600             2350                          2600                   2350            2350              222           305                   527
  Jia \[[@pone.0135702.ref042]\]                                 2007                  China (2)                                                  20--94              Survey                 Urban                                           NA              NA                            NA                     5628            5628              276           1053                  1329
  Barakat \[[@pone.0135702.ref065]\]                             2008                  Oman (2)                                                   20+                 Not stated             Rural                                          1056             879                           1056                   879             830               117           167                   284
  El Bassuoni \[[@pone.0135702.ref049]\]                         2008                  USA (1)                                                    18+                 Community              Not stated                                      NA              2631                          2434                   1155            1155              59            231                   290
  Karjalainen \[[@pone.0135702.ref066]\]                         2008                  Finland (1)                                                45--74              Mail                   Mixed                                          4500             2896                          4500                   2893            2716              236           662                   898
  Rush \[[@pone.0135702.ref048]\]                                2008                  New Zealand (1)                                            28+                 Community advert       Rural                                           NA              5309                          5309                   3225            3225              161           414                   575
  Bener \[[@pone.0135702.ref067]\]                               2009                  Qatar (2)                                                  20--59              Not stated             Urban                                          1434             1117                          1434                   1117            997               66            140                   206
  Dunkley \[[@pone.0135702.ref068]\]                             2009                  UK (1)                                                     40--75              Letter                 Mixed                                          11403            3241                          11403                  3241            3074              194           481                   675
  Zhou \[[@pone.0135702.ref046], [@pone.0135702.ref047]\]        2009                  China (2)                                                  21--79              Advert                 Urban                                           NA              1107                          NA                     915             915               101           206                   307
  Gardete-Correia \[[@pone.0135702.ref069]\]                     2010                  Portugal (1)                                               20--79              Letter                 Mixed                                          6161             5167                          5167                   4826            4826              264           1199                  1463
  Choi \[[@pone.0135702.ref070]--[@pone.0135702.ref073]\]        2011                  Korea (1)                                                  40--69              Not stated             Mixed                                          22772            10038                         22772                  9375            9375              635            NA                    NA
  Webb \[[@pone.0135702.ref074]\]                                2011                  UK (1)                                                     40--75              Letter                 Mixed                                          30950            6749                          30950                  6749            6749              214           1080                  1294
  Das \[[@pone.0135702.ref043]\]                                 2011                  Bangladesh (2)                                             35--60              Personal contact       Urban                                          NA               254                           NA                     254             254               34            49                    83
  Bhansali \[[@pone.0135702.ref075]\]                            2012                  India (2)                                                  20+                 NA                     Urban                                          2368             2245                          2368                   1972            1972              134           329                   463
  Hayes \[[@pone.0135702.ref076]\]                               2012                  UK (1)                                                     60+                 Letter                 Urban                                          1375             584                           1375                   584             584               26            NA                    NA
  Ye \[[@pone.0135702.ref077]\]                                  2013                  China                                                      NA                  Postal                 Mixed                                          NA               NA                                                   NA              4565              186           186                   622

NA = Not reported by in published paper; OGTT = Oral glucose tolerance test

†Country classes as developed (1) and developing (2) according to United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) Human Development Index (HDI) for 2012.

‡ Mixed, refers to mixed rural/urban location ₣In this study a random sample of the initially invited people were invited to OGTT.

10.1371/journal.pone.0135702.t002

###### Characteristics of studies conducting multi---step screening strategies.

![](pone.0135702.t002){#pone.0135702.t002g}

  Lead author                                                     Year Published   Country (UNDP class)[†](#t002fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   Age group (years)   Method of invitation                   Location[‡](#t002fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   Screening strategy               Number invited   Number screened (All steps)   Invited to OGTT step   Attended OGTT   Screened (OGTT)   T2DM (Any step   T2DM (OGTT)   At risk of diabetes   T2DMor at risk of diabetes
  --------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- -------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- -------------------------------- ---------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------- --------------- ----------------- ---------------- ------------- --------------------- ----------------------------
  **Two steps screening strategy**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  Mcaullay \[[@pone.0135702.ref100]\]                             2004             Australia (1)                                              30+                 Invite by GP                           Urban                                          HbA1c-\>OGTT                     238              238                           37                     14              14                5                5             3                     8
  Dong \[[@pone.0135702.ref078]\]                                 2005             China (2)                                                  20--74              household visits                       Urban                                          FCBG-\>OGTT                      4900             4216                          469                    408             408               228              228           NA                    NA
  Dong \[[@pone.0135702.ref078]\]                                 2005             China (2)                                                  20--74              Household visits                       Rural                                          FCBG-\>OGTT                      10000            8220                          786                    528             528               372              372           NA                    NA
  Hilding \[[@pone.0135702.ref079], [@pone.0135702.ref080]\]      2006             Sweden (1)                                                 35--56              Letter                                 Mixed                                          SQ-\>OGTT                        12034            8108                          12034                  8108            7949              128              128           395                   523
  Korhonen \[[@pone.0135702.ref081]\]                             2008             Finland (1)                                                40--75              Postal invite                          Rural                                          SQ-\>OGTT                        2856             2085                          1756                   1469            1469              65               65            375                   440
  Ohkuar \[[@pone.0135702.ref082]\]                               2009             Japan (1)                                                  35+                 NA                                     Rural                                          FPG+HbA1c-\>OGTT                 702              NA                            350                    220             220               20               24            85                    105
  Rahim \[[@pone.0135702.ref083]--[@pone.0135702.ref086]\]        2010             Bangladesh (2)                                             20+                 NA                                     Mixed                                          FCBG-\>OGTT                      5000             3981                          5000                   3981            3954              279              279           301                   580
  Makrilakis \[[@pone.0135702.ref087]\]                           2011             Greece (1)                                                 35--75              Recruited at GP or work place          Mixed                                          SQ-\>OGTT                        6400             2000                          446                    222             222               50               50            NA                    NA
  Gray \[[@pone.0135702.ref019]\]                                 2012             UK (1)                                                     18+                 Letter                                 Urban                                          RS-\>OGTT                        21741            4282                          21741                  4282            4282              180              180           1285                  1465
  Lin \[[@pone.0135702.ref088]\]                                  2013             China (2)                                                  50+                 Household                              Rural                                          FBG + HbA1c-\>OGTT               861              453                           861                    453             453               54               54            96                    150
  Phillips \[[@pone.0135702.ref089]\]                             2013             USA                                                        18--87              Household                              Urban                                          FBG-\>OGTT                       NA               4027                          1658                   1581            1573              366              72            366                   NA
  **Three steps screening strategy**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  Spikjerman \[[@pone.0135702.ref090]\]                           2002             Netherlands (1)                                            50--75              Postal invite with SRQ                 Rural                                          RQ-\>FCBG-\>OGTT                 11679            8428                          532                    473             473               217              181           NA                    NA
  Sandbaek \[[@pone.0135702.ref091], [@pone.0135702.ref092]\]     2005             Denmark (1)                                                40--69              Postal invite with a reminder letter   Urban                                          RBG/HbA1c-\>FPG-\> OGTT          2051             1028                          519                    457             457               33               32            NA                    NA
  Janssen I \[193--95\]                                           2007             Netherlands (1)                                            50--70              Postal                                 Mixed                                          RQ-\>FPG-\>OGTT                  27727            6855                          489                    397             397               397              301           NA                    NA
  **Four steps screening strategy**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  Christensen \[[@pone.0135702.ref092] [@pone.0135702.ref096]\]   2004             Denmark (1)                                                40--69              Postal invite with self-assessment     Mixed                                          RS-\>RBG/HbA1c-\> FBG---\>OGTT   60926            30525                         867                    718             718               496              58            382                   440
  Janssen II \[[@pone.0135702.ref093]--[@pone.0135702.ref095]\]   2007             Netherlands (1)                                            50--70              Postal                                 Mixed                                          RQ-\>RBG-\>FBG-\> OGTT           29251            11028                         747                    567             567               411              102           393                   495
  Sargeant \[[@pone.0135702.ref097]\]                             2010             UK (1)                                                     40--69              Letter                                 Mixed                                          RS-\>RBG-\>FPG-\> OGTT           35539            24451                         1687                   1389            1389              645              645           360                   1005
  Park \[[@pone.0135702.ref098], [@pone.0135702.ref099]\]         2010             UK (1)                                                     40--69              Letter                                 Mixed                                          RS-\>RCG-\>FCG-\> OGTT           116              95                            37                     37              13                6                5             NA                    NA

NA = Not reported by in published paper, Screening strategy (RS = Risk score used; RQ = Risk questionnaire--self completed; OGTT = Oral glucose tolerance test, RBG = Random blood glucose, FPG = Fasting plasma glucose).

†Country classes as developed (1) and developing (2) according to United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) Human Development Index (HDI) for 2012.

‡ Mixed Refers to mixed rural/urban location

Some studies were excluded from respective outcome analyses as they provided incomplete information on response to OGTT, \[[@pone.0135702.ref041]--[@pone.0135702.ref047]\] initial response, \[[@pone.0135702.ref041],[@pone.0135702.ref042],[@pone.0135702.ref044]--[@pone.0135702.ref050]\] and yield for high risk group. \[[@pone.0135702.ref041]--[@pone.0135702.ref050]\] Overall, 42 studies were included in the OGTT response rate, 38 in the initial response rate, and 35 in the combined "T2DM and at risk of diabetes" yield analysis.

Twenty-nine (61·7%) used OGTT alone (one-step screening approach ([Table 1](#pone.0135702.t001){ref-type="table"}), 11 (23·4%) used the two-steps screening strategy, three (6·6%) used a three-step strategy and four (8·8%) used a four-step strategy. The intermediate strategies in these multi-step approaches included risk score, fasting or random glucose and HbA1c.

Response rates {#sec015}
--------------

Estimates of pooled screening response rates are presented in [Fig 2](#pone.0135702.g002){ref-type="fig"}. The response rate for OGTT as a proportion of those invited for OGTT was similar in studies using one-step and two-step strategies at approximately 65% and higher in studies using a three/four-step strategy at 85·4%. Among the studies using a multi-step screening strategy, the response rate to the initial screening invitation was 79·5% for the two-step strategy which is higher than the estimated 55·4% response the rate for studies using three/four-step strategy but there was considerable overlap in the uncertainty (i.e. 95% credible intervals) around these estimates ([Fig 1](#pone.0135702.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Only the studies using a three/four-step strategy had an intermediate screening step which had a pooled response rate of 69·7%.

![Pooled response rates to diabetes screening invitation.\
Estimates are from Bayesian random effects meta-analysis. CrI = Credible intervals which is similar to a confidence intervals generated using Frequentist statistics.](pone.0135702.g002){#pone.0135702.g002}

Positive outcome at initial and intermediate screening stages {#sec016}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The proportion of individuals screened positive (i.e. identified as being at risk of T2DM) at the initial and intermediate stages of the multi-step strategies are summarised in [Fig 3](#pone.0135702.g003){ref-type="fig"}. These are the individuals who needed to have the next step of the screening study. The positive outcome rate was similar for two-step and three/four-step at 31.1% and 37.4% respectively at the initial step and remained relatively the same for the intermediate screening step.

![Pooled positive outcome rates of diabetes screening using risk score, risk questionnaire and impaired glucose test.\
Estimates are from Bayesian random effects meta-analysis. CrI = Credible intervals which is similar to confidence intervals generated using Frequentist statistics.](pone.0135702.g003){#pone.0135702.g003}

Yield rates {#sec017}
-----------

Pooled estimates of the yield for T2DM and the high risk (combined endpoint of T2DM and those at high risk of diabetes) are presented in [Fig 4](#pone.0135702.g004){ref-type="fig"}. Yield for OGTT T2DM increased from 6·5% (5·3, 7·8) in the one-step to 13·1% (4·3, 30·9) in the two-step and 27·9% (8·6, 66·3) in the three/four-step strategy. These yield rates correspond to number needed to screen with OGTT to detect one case of diabetes of about 15, 7.6 and about 3·5 persons respectively.

![Pooled yield rates from diabetes screening meta-analysis.\
Estimates are from Bayesian random effects meta-analysis. CrI = Credible intervals which is similar to a confidence intervals generated using Frequentist statistics. NNS\* = Number needed to screen at OGTT step to detect one case of type 2 diabetes. NNS\*\* = Number needed to screen at initial screening step (if a multi-step strategy is used) to detect to detect one case of type 2 diabetes.](pone.0135702.g004){#pone.0135702.g004}

The overall T2DM yield (i.e. the total number of diabetes cases detected at all the steps as a proportion of those screened at the initial step) in the multi-step strategy studies decreased from the 6·5% in the one-step strategy reported above to 3.6% (2·6, 4.9) in the two-step strategy and 3·2% (95% CrI 2·0, to 5·1) in the three/four-step strategy. These rates corresponds to an increase in the number needed to screen at the initial step (OGTT if one-step strategy) from 15 in a one-step strategy to 28 and 31 in two-step and three/four-step strategies respectively.

Pooled estimates of the yield for the high risk (the combined endpoint of T2DM and those at high risk of diabetes) were 25·8% (22·3, 29·5), 27.7% (13·3, 49·0) and 75·3% (43·5, 92·4) for studies adopting one, two or three/four-step strategies respectively. The number needed to screen to detect one additional person with diabetes or at risk of diabetes was decreased from 4 in a one-step strategy to 3·5 and 1 in two-step and three/four-step strategies.

We applied the mean response and yield rates from the meta-analysis to a hypothetical population of 1000 individuals in order to determine the diagnostic yield of the three screening strategies ([Fig 5](#pone.0135702.g005){ref-type="fig"}). The number of individuals screened using OGTT decreased from 650 in a one-step strategy to 156 and 45 in two-step and three/four-step screening strategies respectively, and the number of T2DM cases identified decreased from 42 cases in one-step strategy to 28 and 18 in the two-step and three/four-step strategies respectively.

![Modelling the screening outcome in a community with 1000 adult population.\
\*One Step strategy = Direct invitation to OGTT (Studies in [Table 1](#pone.0135702.t001){ref-type="table"}). \*\*Two- Step strategy = One step screen before OGTT (Studies in [Table 2](#pone.0135702.t002){ref-type="table"}). \*\*\*Three/Four Step Studies = Two or three screening steps before OGTT (Studies in [Table 2](#pone.0135702.t002){ref-type="table"}).](pone.0135702.g005){#pone.0135702.g005}

Invasive versus Non-invasive tests {#sec018}
----------------------------------

Seven of the 11 studies with a two-step strategy used an invasive test at the first screening step ([Table 2](#pone.0135702.t002){ref-type="table"}). There was no evidence that the OGTT response rate was higher in studies using an invasive test than those using a non-invasive test \[response rate ratio = 1·5, (0·3, 5·7)\]. There was a non-significant increase in the yield for T2DM and combined end point of the T2DM and high risk population in studies using invasive test compared to non-invasive methods \[yield rate ratio were 6·4 (0·8, 43·9) and 2·3 (0·4, 13·3) respectively\]. To compare the initial response rates one study had to be excluded \[[@pone.0135702.ref019]\] as a computerised risk score was applied instead of sending participants a risk questionnaire. Among the nine studies, there was no evidence to suggest that the initial screening response differed between invasive and non-invasive screening tests \[response rate ratio = 4·9 (0·6, 43·7)\].

The effect of invasive versus non-invasive tests on the outcomes of the three/four-step strategies was not investigated as 6 of 7 studies employing this strategy used both invasive and non-invasive tests at the intermediate screening steps.

Other covariate effect and subgroup analyses {#sec019}
--------------------------------------------

Association between screening outcomes and three study-level characteristics: developed versus developing country, invitation method, and urban-rural level are presented in [Table 3](#pone.0135702.t003){ref-type="table"}. There was no evidence that screening and yield rates were associated with a country's developmental index, the invitation method and the rural or urban location of the community.

10.1371/journal.pone.0135702.t003

###### Association between screening outcomes and study level characteristics[^†^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}:- i) developed/developing country[^‡^](#t003fn003){ref-type="table-fn"} ii) rural/urban location and iii) invitation method and screening response and yield rates from random effects meta-analysis of T2DM screening studies.

![](pone.0135702.t003){#pone.0135702.t003g}

  Screening strategy                                                   Study characteristic                  Screening response--response rate ratio and 95% CrI   Screening yield--response ratio and 95% CrI                        
  -------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- -------------------- -------------------
  One step strategy                                                    Developing versus developed country   2.27 (0.80, 6.55)                                     2.27 (0.80, 6.55)                             1.46 (0.93, 2.28)    1.12 (0.74, 1.69)
  Urban versus rural locality                                          0.94 (0.19, 4.96)                     0.85 (0.07, 9.55)                                     1.81 (0.76, 4.38)                             1.53 (0.74, 3.03)    
  Letter/Postal invitation versus home visit/face to face invitation   0.80 (0.19, 3.41)                     0.52 (0.14, 2.05)                                     0.90 (0.49, 1.69)                             1.03 (0.60, 1.76)    
  Two step strategy                                                    Developing versus developed country   2.12 (0.55, 8.39)                                     1.20 (0.14, 9.84)                             4.96 (0.69, 32.65)   0.67 (0.08, 5.86)
  Urban versus rural locality                                          0.17 (0.01, 4.34)                     NA                                                    1.81 (0.76, 4.38)                             1.21 (0.17, 11.51)   
  Letter/Postal invitation versus home visit/face to face invitation   0.44 (0.03, 6.22)                     0.09 (0.0, 11.4)                                      0.046 (0.03, 0.84)                            ND                   

ND = not enough data to carry out analysis. CrI = Credible intervals; Meta-regression analysis was not carried out for three and four step strategy due to lack of data, OGTT = Oral Glucose Tolerance Test

†There was not enough data to perform this analysis for the three/four step studies.

‡Country classes as developed and developing according to United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) Human Development Index (HDI) for 2012. Their classification are shown in Tables [1](#pone.0135702.t001){ref-type="table"} and [2](#pone.0135702.t002){ref-type="table"}.

Heterogeneity {#sec020}
-------------

The estimates of the between-study standard deviation (*τ* on the log-odds scale presented in **[S1 Sensitivity Analysis](#pone.0135702.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**) indicate a high degree of heterogeneity in rates across studies using a one-step, two-step and three/four-step strategies.

Sensitivity analysis {#sec021}
--------------------

Restricting the analysis to studies assessed as good quality ([S1 **Quality Assessment**](#pone.0135702.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) did not substantially alter pooled OGTT response and yield rates. The effect of study quality was not investigated for the initial and intermediate screening outcomes because of insufficient data at these steps.

In result reported above, we specified the following minimally informative prior distributions: i) Normal (0, 10^3^) for pooled rate on the log-odds scale ii) Uniform (0,100) for the between-study standard deviation. To investigate sensitivity of our results to the choice of prior distributions, we conducted sensitivity analyses for the response and yield outcomes in which we changed the prior distributions to iii) Normal (0, 10^6^) for the pooled rate and ii) Inverse-Gamma (0.001, 0.001) for the between-study variance. The pooled OGTT response rate was 65.2% (53.2% to 75.8%) for one-step strategy, 63.1% (48.2% to 76.9%) for a two-step strategy and 85.1% (78.8% to 91.7) for a three/four-step strategy. These are very similar to main analysis results ([Fig 2](#pone.0135702.g002){ref-type="fig"}) suggesting minimal impact of the prior distributions on the pooled response rates. The sensitivity analyses were repeated for the yield outcomes and meta-regression analyses (results not shown) with the same minimal effect on overall pooled rates.

Discussion {#sec022}
==========

We have summarised and quantified the response and diagnostic yield rates of different screening strategies for T2DM and the high risk population. Our meta-analysis indicates that, for those invited for OGTT screening, the number needed to screen to detect one T2DM case decreases as the number of screening steps increases. We also showed that while the response rates to OGTT invitation is the same for one and two steps screening strategies, the two-step screening study has higher response rate to the initial screening invitation. In the two-step strategies, there was no difference in the response and yield rates whether a blood test was used as the initial screening step or a risk-score. We also showed that the method of invitation did not impact the response rate; whether it was face to face or through post.

The use of risk classification and reclassification is based on the assumption that individuals should be stratified into clinically relevant risk categories and for most risk scores the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve generally range from 0.7 to 0.8, \[[@pone.0135702.ref101]\] which is seen as an acceptable level of discrimination. Therefore the absolute number of people identified with diabetes or high risk decreases as the number of steps increases (see [Fig 3](#pone.0135702.g003){ref-type="fig"}). However, a reduced number of OGTTs are performed to find a higher proportion of people with T2DM or those at high risk. This is both the result of screening out the low risk population and also the number of people who are not responding in each intermediary steps. Ultimately a pragmatic point is that less people need to have OGTT screening when the screening steps increase. This has been suggested to be the most cost effective method \[[@pone.0135702.ref006], [@pone.0135702.ref102]\] and our study confirms the two step methods has higher initial response rate to invitation, similar response rate to OGTT invitation and higher yield rates.

Comparison with previous studies and recommendations {#sec023}
----------------------------------------------------

Screening for a condition is justified only if there is a net benefit in early detection and treatment of the condition as compared to its natural clinical presentation. \[[@pone.0135702.ref103], [@pone.0135702.ref104]\] It has been suggested that T2DM passes this test if a lifestyle intervention is implemented to prevent diabetes in the high risk population. \[[@pone.0135702.ref005], [@pone.0135702.ref006]\] It is argued that universal screening would not be effective or worthwhile, and that populations at risk should be identified and targeted. \[[@pone.0135702.ref105], [@pone.0135702.ref106]\] The impact of screening at population and individual level, costs, type of test to use, and its effectiveness have been highlighted as important factors in decision making \[[@pone.0135702.ref104], [@pone.0135702.ref105]\]. The evidence for management of newly diagnosed diabetes and those at high risk of diabetes for early intervention \[[@pone.0135702.ref107]\] and prevention \[[@pone.0135702.ref005], [@pone.0135702.ref108]--[@pone.0135702.ref111]\] is compelling. The ADDITION study demonstrated that when compared to routine care, an intervention to promote target-driven, intensive management of patients with type 2 diabetes detected by screening was associated with modest but significant differences in prescribed treatment and levels of cardiovascular risk factors at five years. \[[@pone.0135702.ref112]\]

The question to answer is the methodology to approach to the screening task. Screening a population using a non-invasive risk stratification tool followed by a definite blood test seems the most cost-effective method of screening for T2DM and those at high risk \[[@pone.0135702.ref006], [@pone.0135702.ref102]\]. Stepwise approach and adding an initial screening test (biochemical or risk score) before the "definitive test" increases the yield from OGTT. Recently National Institute for Clinical Excellence also recommended \[[@pone.0135702.ref006]\] screening for high risk population and offering blood test for those at high risk of diabetes. Our results confirm this and may have an impact on the cost-effectiveness of this recommendation.

Unfortunately due to lack of qualified studies we were unable to compare screening using different tests such as random or fasting blood glucose, HbA1c, or the risk score as the initial screening step. One study used HbA1c as a screening step \[[@pone.0135702.ref100]\]. It would also, be ideal if we could report the difference between self-scoring and applied risk score and compare their impact on the response rate to OGTT and overall yield of diabetes.

This is the first meta-analysis to determine response and yield rate when screening for T2DM and people at high risk of diabetes. We used a wide terminology in initial searching for the papers to increase the capture of the publications and reduce missing papers. There was a variety of approaches in invitation and steps prior to the final definitive test (OGTT) and this restricted the meta-analysis and subgroup analysis of the data, however we used robust statistical techniques. We only included the English language papers, but made no limitation on the population size and analysed the data for different regions.

Some studies did not clearly report method of invitation, response rate or exact numbers of participants partaking in certain screening steps. However missing data is always a problem in evidence synthesis and we managed to recover some by contacting authors and or re-calculating the outcomes. Another limitation in any evidence synthesis is the fact that all studies are not really and truly the same and combining their results may not be the real reflection of the pooled outcomes. This is reflected in the high level of heterogeneity seen across all outcomes. In our study; the number and order of the tests used before OGTT, impact of the self-score versus computer generated score, differences between different risk scores, possible impact of population dynamic and the psychosocial factors, wording of the invitation letter and its impact on the response to invitation are examples of some of the possible factors which we could not truly account for their effects on our results.

We used OGTT as the definite test for diagnosis of diabetes. Although, the new guidelines \[[@pone.0135702.ref004], [@pone.0135702.ref113]\] suggest the use of HbA1c for the diagnosis of diabetes, they do not exclude the use of OGTT. Besides, some countries will continue to use OGTT as their screening tool. \[[@pone.0135702.ref012]--[@pone.0135702.ref015]\] A detailed modelling is necessary to compare the cost-effectiveness of this approach with multi-step screening.

Conclusion {#sec024}
==========

We have been able to provide evidence for the overall response rate and yield of diabetes screening in the background of a variety of factors such as geographical area, invitation methods and locality of the population (urban vs. rural) which influences decision making when undertaking this task.

We can conclude that performing a multi-step approach in a population screening increases the yield and decreases the number needed to screen by OGTT and in the two- step approach it even increases the initial response rate to the invitation. In terms of absolute numbers, the highest yield of diabetes, however, is obtained in the one step studies where an OGTT is offered as a screening test to the population. The process of screening for T2DM or those at high risk of diabetes needs careful re-evaluation by local policy makers in each country especially in view of our findings.
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